ABSTRACT Inspired by the advantages of languages used in human beings and other creatures, we attempt to create a novel formal language for autonomous agents in a cooperative setting. With a few assumptions, we define a minimal optimal language generation problem which is formulated as a complex optimization problem, where a set of words is automatically generated. These words are derived from symbols extracted from the agents' perception of the environment. Sentences are formed from word combinations and attached to semantic meanings used to distinguish the situations when communication is required. We then, present an optimal algorithm and an approximate algorithm for generating the smallest word set. Search skills and heuristics are developed to optimize the language generation process. The performance of the proposed approaches is evaluated in several environments in simulation. Finally, we show how the minimal language can be used by agents during planning to coordinate their behaviors and conduct hundreds of task instances to illustrate the benefits of using the language in two domains.
I. INTRODUCTION
Language exists widely in the activities of creatures as a major means of information exchange, especially for humans. The ability to use language is also an important sign of judging the intelligence of living things. In addition to recording and disseminating knowledge, language is often used to coordinate the behavior of intelligent groups [1] . For example, people negotiate a meeting time in Chinese, dolphins cooperatively find prey using vocal signals, and ants release pheromones for foraging. More specifically, let us consider a tennis-doubles game where two agents share the goal of winning the match. Suppose at a point in the match, the team needs to return the ball that has been hit to them. Without coordination, both players may decide to hit the ball which could make them vulnerable. An efficient option for humans is that a tennis player shouts ''Mine'' or ''Yours'' to indicate a preferred plan. Here, the language shows good flexibility in multiagent coordination. Therefore, when developing multiagent systems, it is useful to provide them the capability to communicate in a language.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xiwang Dong. There are two common approaches to autonomous language generation: one is to specify the semantics of the exchange message on a case-by-case basis. As the problem domain increases, this method will be intractable. Another way is to let agents communicate in natural languages. Certainly, the use of natural languages can benefit the interaction of humans and agents. However, the agent needs to understand the world representation of itself and human partners, which complicates the problem. In this work, we are not prepared to study the complex natural language generation for agents. In fact, there is no need for autonomous agents to use human languages. We attempt to enable agents to create their own language in a simple model, which may not only help with designing efficient communication strategy but also shed light on the language generation from a new perspective. Our work is inspired by the work in [2] , which investigates the origin of ''natural languages'' for planning agents and shows that language is closely connected to a type of domain abstractions. In the linguistics community, there is a consensus that the language is a computational system and should remain minimal [3] . Inspired by these views, we set out to study the minimal language generation problem for cooperative agents. This paper presents three main contributions. First, we provide a minimal optimal language generation problem which is formulated as a complex optimization problem where words are derived from symbols extracted from the agent's perception of the environment, and sentences are formed from word combinations and used as the constraint on agent's plan. Second, we develop several search skills and heuristics to design an opportunistic algorithm and a heuristic algorithm to achieve the minimal language where a set of words is automatically generated. Third, we evaluate the algorithms in simulation and show the communication strategy using our language for coordinating agents in different scenarios. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first attempt to generate minimal optimal language for autonomous agents.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review the related work. In Section III, a motivation example is given to show the general idea of our work. We present the problem formulation in Section IV and continue to describe our algorithms in Section V. We evaluate the algorithms in Section VI and conclude in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Multiagent systems, as an important branch of distributed artificial intelligence, have attracted increasing attention in the past two decades. Multiagent systems consisting of multiple interacting intelligent agents can accomplish the tasks that are difficult for an individual agent. The agents in a multiagent system may refer to software agents, robots, or humans. The research topic covers distributed constraint optimization [4] , multiagent learning [5] , multiagent planning [6] , cooperative control [7] , swarm robots [8] , etc. See [9] , [10] and the references therein for a more comprehensive review on this subject.
Communication is one of the key issues to the implementation of multiagent systems. Prior works studied the communication schemes in multiagent decision-making problem [11] - [13] . They treat communication as an action which will incur a cost and study the optimization problem for the minimal information exchange in multiagent system. A online learning approach is provided in paper [14] of which the agents can collectively learn to generate and adapt their concepts and languages. There has been some work on how to solve a multiagent planning problem in a distributed fashion via message passing [15] , [16] .
Information exchange is also commonly used in the study of multiagent control problem where each agent acts according to a control rule based on the states of its neighbors to reach an agreement about some goals. Such as consensus [17] , [18] , formation control [19] , and flocking [20] . In order to reduce the burden of communication, event-triggered control and quantized control methods are often used [21] , [22] . Fundamentally, these methods are addressing planning and control problems with the goal of finding the optimal policy or plan. Communication is achieved with a fixed set of messages. No attention is given to the semantics or the structure of the language.
In the software agent community, there are some common approaches to establish agent communication language by sharing protocols that specify syntax of the communication and representational ontologies that define communicative lexicon. KQML [23] and FIPA [24] are examples of those. Agent communication language allows high level information exchange such as the agent's plans, goals, and beliefs [25] . Most of the languages are built on speechact theory and have complex forms consisting of several contents. The language must be defined and shared before use by a human group and are more used to share the knowledge between the agents. The focus of our work is completely different, we aim to design a simpler language which is based on the agent's own model and used to avoid conflicts between the agents during planning.
To facilitate the collaboration between agents and humans, a number of works have been studied for the natural language generation of agents. Tellex et al. [26] propose an inverse semantics method for enabling the robot to ask for help using natural languages. Gong and Zhang [27] extend the work and provide a more general algorithm which embeds both temporal and spatial contexts. There also exist works on humans teaching agents tasks through natural language and action demonstration [28] , [29] . More recently, a translation mode presented in paper [30] can be used to translate the communication message into natural languages. But these methods all need the agents to learn two different internal representations that can be quite difficult.
It should be noted that the language generation process in this paper is similar to the planning problem under constraints. Ginsberg [31] introduce the concept of approximate planning of which the commonality with our work is that partial plans are constructed to guide the actions of the agents and the difference is that our language not only can be used to generate the optimal plans but also avoid conflicts. The planning as refinement search [32] is the process that the constraints are continually inserted into the plan for reducing potential plans. The work in [33] , [34] studied the high-level planning methods for large planning problems by considering constraints as abstraction of states or trajectories. Either way, the constraints or abstractions are often given in advance and the generation processes are ignored.
III. MOTIVATION EXAMPLE
A motivation example of our work is shown in Fig.1 . There are two agents, 1 and 2, acting in the 3*3 grid world in which black cells are unreachable for the agents and the numbered white cells can be occupied by agents. Conflicts will occur when the agents stay in the same cell or exchange their place at the same time. For the navigation task shown in the middle figure of Fig.1 , orange circles and blue squares separately represent the initial location and goal location of the agents. We assume that the agents know environmental information and the task, the objective of which is to minimize the sum of the task completion time for each agent. Then, there are two joint optimal plans as follows:
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The first row and second row separately denote the plan sequence of agent 1 and 2. In the case of no communication, agents will select one of the paths randomly, which may result in conflict if they choose a different plan. One direct and simper coordination strategy is that an agent tells its partner the joint plan they are expected to follow. However, this is not an efficient way to communicate from a human perspective. Actually, there is a general and flexible language to coordinate the agents. Consider that the agents have the ability to identify the position of each other. For instance, there is a word denoted as R which represents that agent 2 is at the right side of agent 1. We define the moving direction to be the facing of the agents and the initial direction of the agents towards their next position in the plan. The state that can't be described by R is noted as N . The two plans can be abstracted as:
As mentioned, we consider a language as the constraints for agents' behaviors. Then, the sentence, [· · · R · · · R · · · ], composed of word R with ellipses that denote undetermined states, can be used as the communication language to avoid conflicts. In other words, if the two agents generate their plans according to the constraint of the sentence, they will not conflict with each other during the task execution. Furthermore, the language including only word R can distinguish all potential conflicts for all tasks in the environment. So the minimal optimal language of the environment is {R}.
IV. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION A. PROBLEM BASIC
Consider the environment with a pair of agents as a Markov model, which can be described as a tuple E = (S, A, T , U , C), where S is a finite set of states, A(s) ∈ A is the set of joint actions of agents in state s ∈ S, T (a, s) ∈ T is the transition function for a ∈ A(s) and s, U (a, s) ∈ U stands for the cost of joint actions, and C denotes the set of conflicting states.
In the grid world domain, s is the position of the agents. A(s) is the available joint movement of the agents whose actions include Up, Down, Left, Right, and Wait. T (a, s) indicates the possibility of moving from place s to another place after doing action a. U (a, s) is the sum cost of the movement of agents. C indicates that two agents can't stay in the same position or exchange their place simultaneously.
The task is specified by initial states set I and goal states set G of agents. Each S i ∈ I and S g ∈ G pair introduces a planning problem P = (E, S i , S g ). An optimal plan is the joint state sequence of the agent pair with minimal action cost. Here, I and G are the subsets of S.
The set of perception symbols of the agents is denoted as , which is based on their perceptive ability and expresses a constraint between the agents and the environment. In the motivation example, symbol R is one of and denotes that an agent is at the right side of another.
In this work, we consider the language generation problem for the environment involving only two agents which act with complete information and deterministic actions. We assume that observation or communication is only available before task execution or during the planning phase. Notice that while this assumption is a more strict setting, our method can also apply to the problem where observation and communication are allowed at any time. In addition, our language generation framework is based on the following three key assumptions:
• Language generation is a process that originates from the perception of agents.
• The agents share the same understanding about the environment; agents are synchronized at each step.
• Communication is only required by the agents to coordinate to avoid conflicts while achieving a given task. Given these assumptions, it is possible for agents to generate the joint optimal plans for a given task. Communication becomes necessary when there are several conflicting optimal plans for the task. A simple language one can come up with is S. That is, an agent sends the joint plan to its partner to be followed. However, this method not only suffers a heavy communication burden, but also strictly limits the actions of the agents. Next, we introduce a flexible language which is generated by abstracting S.
, where W is a set of word, and O L is the operator that can be performed on the words, denoted as ''· · · ''.
Each sentence in a language is constructed by connecting words together with operators and can be represented by a set of state trajectories. A sentence that can distinguish the conflicting optimal plans is called a valid sentence and otherwise an invalid sentence. The form of the sentence can be described as:
Definition 2 (Word):
A word is defined as a tuple W = ( |O W ), where is a set of perception symbols, and O W is a set of operators including (∧, ∨, ¬, #) that can be performed on . The logic operator ∧, ∨, ¬, # denote and, or, not, and concatenation, respectively.
In this work, we consider two types of words: word and words. word is a constraint that can be represented as a set of joint states of the agents at a certain moment. words is the set of two state trajectories with temporal relationships. In the rest of the paper, word and words are used to indicate the set of word or words in general.
Next, we give an intuitive explanation of the concepts defined above. In our motivating example, we have stated that symbol R represents that agent 2 is at the right side of agent 1. To illustrate the construction process of words, we define a new perception symbol F which means agent 2 is at the front of agent 1. Now we have = {R, F}. By combining the element in with operators ∧, ∨ and ¬, twelve word are constructed and shown as follows:
Based on the above words, 144 words can be obtained by concatenating any two words of the word set. For example, R#F, F#F, R ∨ ¬F#R, ¬R#R ∧ F, etc. That is, the word set in this case includes 156 words.
Given the word set, many sentences can be generated. For example, the sentence [· · · R ∧ F · · · F · · · ] means that agent 2 is at the front and right side of agent 1 at some moment and appears at the front of agent 1 a later moment. Furthermore, many perception variables can be created based on the cognition of agents, such as their distance (Far or Near), relative direction (North or South or West or East), and surrounding environment (Next to the wall or not). Notice that the size of the minimal language will decrease as the number of perception symbols increases.
Definition 3 (Minimal Optimal Language Generation problem, MOLG):
Given the domain E = (S, A, T , U , C) and the symbol set . We must find a language L of which the word number is the smallest and can be used to generate sentences that can distinguish all conflicts in C for the optimal plans for any given initial states I and goal states G in E.
The MOLG can be formulated as the following optimization problem:
Objective:
Min J = |W | Subject to:
where W is the word set of E with . S(W ) is the sentence set generated by W .
S(i, g) is one sentence of S(W ). (i, g
) is the set of joint optimal plan specified by the minimal cost U for the initial state i and the goal state g.
) denotes there are no conflicts in C between any two optimal plans in π (i, g). It is worth noting, in this work, that ''minimal'' means the size of the language should be smallest and ''optimal'' means the language can be used by agents to specify non-conflicting optimal plans for any given tasks. In addition, we work to find the minimal language for three reasons: First, a common view in linguistics has been that language should be minimal [3] . Second, the smaller language means that agents spend less effort on the understanding of the language. Third, minimal language is helpful to generate communication sentences during language planning.
V. ALGORITHMS FOR THE MOLG PROBLEM
For the MOLG problem, the number of words increases with the size of the environment and the perception symbols of agents. It is impractical to search the whole state space even for small instances. Therefore, we are forced to seek an efficient algorithm to solve the MOLG problem. In this section, an opportunistic optimal algorithm is first designed by deleting redundant nodes skillfully. Then we introduce a heuristic approximate algorithm in which the word set is reduced by converting the process for solving the tasks of the environment from parallel to serial style.
A. BRUTE FORCE METHOD
To solve the MOLG problem, a brute force method can be divided into the following steps: First, we generate all the joint optimal plans and abstraction plans for each task in the environment. Second, we list all the possible sentences of the abstraction plans and remove the sentences which are shared among the conflicting plans. The remaining sentences are the valid sentences which can be cut to several word sets. To achieve the minimal word set of the environment we take the union of the word sets between the tasks. Then the smallest word set is the minimal optimal language.
B. OPPORTUNISTIC ALGORITHM
The brute force method exhibits the basic process for solving the problem. However, the algorithm has to handle several complex subproblems, such as generating all optimal plans for each task, finding all valid sentences and word sets of tasks, and combining the word sets between the tasks. Especially for the second problem, the number of possible sentences increases exponentially with the length of plans and perception variable of states. Searching the entire word space is formidable, and the potential complexity of sentences also makes the following process difficult to solve. So we aim to minimize the word sets of the states in each plan without losing optimality.
The opportunistic algorithm can be divided into the four procedures: Initialization; Plan abstraction; Sentence generation; Word generation; VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. The sentence generation process of a plan. First, the states of the plan are abstracted. Abstracted states are divided into valid word sets and invalid word sets. Second, combine the words of the abstraction plan according to the links in which black spots denote the concatenation operation. Third, combine the obtained sentences with invalid words in other states. The sentences in the oval ring are valid. The other generated sentences are handled by iterating the last step.
1) INITIALIZATION
Define a perception symbol set based on the ability of the agents and generate the word set Z by combining the symbols with the operators introduced in Definition 2.
2) PLAN ABSTRACTION
For each task in the environment, we obtain all optimal joint plans by modifying the A * algorithm [35] . The difference is that the algorithm continues to search nodes until the minimum f value of explored nodes is greater than the f value of the goal node. Meanwhile, we can find conflicting plans based on the definition of conflicting states.
The plan abstraction is specified by mapping states to words. The words of Z, as the propositional logic, are the abstraction of S if and only if the proposition is true. Thus, we can get the word set D of each state of the optimal plans. The size of the word set depends on the perception symbols and the operators, which has a relatively small value.
3) SENTENCE GENERATION
The optimization procedures for sentence generation using dynamic programming is described as follows:
Step 1: The word of the word set obtained in last procedure can be seen as a single-word sentence. We need to find the valid sentences of them. We know that a sentence that appears in a pair of conflicting plans is not valid. So the valid sentences are found by removing the invalid sentences from all sentences, which can be formulated as:
where S v is the valid sentences, m is the number of optimal plans, S(π i ) is the sentence set of plan π i , and π j and π k are conflict with each other.
Then, combine the valid single-word sentences with the word in other states to create double-word sentences which are obviously valid sentences. Combine the invalid singleword sentences with the invalid word in their latter states generates double-word sentences S u of which the validity is uncertain. In the end, we remove the valid word from D.
Step 2: For the sentences in S u , we divide them into valid sentences and invalid sentences. We combine the doubleword sentences with the word of D in the latter states to create triple-word sentences. Also, the sentences generated by valid sentences are valid, and the other sentences remain to be dealt with in next step.
Step 3: In the same way as Step 2, we continue to generate new sentences with one more word by combining the sentences obtained above with the word in D. This process continues until the sentence set is empty or the length of the sentence equals the plan length.
The sentence generation process of a plan is described in Fig.2 . In the above process, the sentence space shrinks greatly due to the reduction of the word set D and the valid sentences. Next, we prove that the sentence generation process can guarantee the optimality of the minimal word set.
Lemma 1: For any task, if w x is a valid single-word sentence in state S i of the optimal plan, and w y w x and w x w z are separately the combinations of w x with the word of state S i−k and S i+k , k ∈ R + . Then, w x or w y w x or w x w z must be the subset of any word set of the sentence including w x .
Proof: Given a sentence S e of which w x is a word, w x only exists in the word set of S e in two cases: w x is a single-word word or appears in a double-word words. It is clear that the word w x or the words involving w x is the subset of any word set of S e . Furthermore, the double-word words is combined by word w x and a word in another state of the plan specified by S e . Hence, the result holds.
Lemma 2: For any task, if S e is a valid multi-word sentence composed by the words of the first i state of the optimal plan. S e w is the combination of S e with a single-word w in state S i+k , k ∈ R + . Then, given any word or sentence S t , there exists a word set of sentence S e or S e w which must be the subset of any word set of sentence S e S t .
Proof: Let S e = px, S t = yq, and S e S t = pxyq. The word set of sentence S e S t can be split into the following five forms: {{p}, x, y, {q}}, {{px}, y, {q}}, {{p}, xy, {q}}, {{p}, x, {yq}}, and {{px}, {yq}}. xy is a double-word words, {p} and {q} are the word set of p and q, respectively. {px} is the word set of S e where x must be combined with the last word of p, and {yq} is the word set of S t where y must be combined with the first word of q. It can be seen that {{p}, x} and {px}, the word set of S e , are separately the subset of the first or fourth form and the second or fifth forms of S e S t . Also, S e w can be divided into {{p}, xw} in which y is the subset of w. We can infer that {{p}, xw} is a subset of the third form.
In terms of above lemmas, we conclude that there always exists a word set which is a subset of any word set of the ignored sentences during the sentence generation. Obviously, the union of the subsets of the word sets is smaller than the number of the word sets. Therefore, the optimization process not only reduces the amount of the sentences but also maintains an optimal result.
4) WORD GENERATION
In the last subsection, we obtain the valid sentences for the tasks in the environment. Next, we begin to find the minimal language, also referred to as minimal word set, which can specify a valid sentence for all tasks. As described in the brute force method, we need to list all the possible word sets of the sentences and union them between the tasks to achieve the minimal language. This process is difficult when there are a large number of sentences with more words. So we provide an effective approach to optimize the process.
a: MINIMIZATION PRINCIPLE
By the definition of minimal language, it is impossible that there exists a single-word word and a double-word words and the words contains the word. For example, the word set including word w x and words w x w y is not minimal because there always exists a simpler and more general word set composed of w x and w y . Based on this rule, the search process can be accelerated during the sentence decomposition and word set combination.
b: SENTENCE DECOMPOSITION
For a sentence, we put the first word of the sentence into an empty word set. According to Minimization Principle and Combination Rule shown in Tab. 1, we place the next word of the sentence in the word sets with respect to the following two options: combine the word with the last added word as a double-word words, or set the word as a single-word word. Sequentially, all words of the sentence are specified as a word or words, and the sentence can be divided into several word sets.
An example is given to show the decomposition process of Fig.3 . In this case, the sentence is divided into only two word sets which are the subset of other ignored word sets. The reduction of the size of the word sets is often helpful to accelerate the rounds in word set combination.
c: WORD SET COMBINATION
Set an estimated value N ← n for the minimal word set and union the word sets of a task with other tasks in turn. We discard the accumulated word set of which a word contains another word and skip the task if the size of the accumulated word set is beyond number N . Then we run the same process again for the accumulated word sets and skipped tasks in the limit of N ← n + 1. After the combination, the accumulated word sets are minimal languages if there are no skipped tasks. Otherwise, we restart the process by updating the estimated value as N ← n + 1.
The pseudo code of the opportunistic algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
Theorem 1: Given a MOLG problem, the language generated by the opportunistic algorithm is minimal and optimal.
Proof: From Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we know that the word sets of reduced sentences are a subset of all potential word sets. According to Minimization Principle, only the word sets which are impossible to be minimal are ignored during the sentence decomposition and word set combination processes. It is easy to see that the accumulated word set is minimal if its word amount is less than the estimated value added 1 after the combination process. Since the language is generated based on the optimal plans of tasks, the generated language is minimal and optimal.
C. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM
Although the opportunistic algorithm ignores many sentences and word sets, it still takes a lot of time when the environment is bigger. Therefore, we also develop a more efficient method by trading off optimality and computation cost. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 3. Example of the sentence decomposition process. A circle with a number less than 10 represents a word and a number more than 10 is a words combined by word. The words are sequentially added to the word set in different forms based on its relationship to the words of the word sets. procedure plan abstraction 6: Get all optimal plans π 7:
Algorithm 1
Mark the length of π as n 8: Derive the abstract plan sequence 9: List conflicting optimal plans set c 10:
procedure sentence generation 11: Generate word set D in Z for each state 12: Separate D into valid D v and invalid D iv Add S v to sentence set S t
16:
Let S iv ← D iv 17: while k < n or D iv = {} do 18: Get S add by combing S iv and a word in D iv 19: Separate S add into valid S v and invalid S iv 20: Add S v to sentence set S t
21:
Update k ← k + 1 22: for S t , t ∈ {I,G} do 23: procedure word generation 24: Split sentence set S t and get word set W t
25:
Update W min by combining W min and W t
26: return W min
It can be seen from the optimal method that the number of words specified by the states of plans severely adds to the burden of sentence generation and decomposition. To reduce the number of words in a task as much as possible, we only retain the words that appear in the valid sentences of previous tasks. Compared with the optimal algorithm where the word set of each task is generated separately, this method deals with the parallel process in sequence. The accumulated valid words working for the tasks will decrease gradually as the process evolves, greatly improving the computational speed of the algorithm. The procedure is shown as follows:
First, we generate the whole word set S c . The valid word sets of a task can be found by the optimal algorithm. Then, we can obtain the valid word set S 1 c of the valid word sets. Second, find the valid word set of the next task under the constraint of word set S 1 c . Specifically, we remove the words which are not in word set S 1 c from the plans, and obtain the word sets and word set S 2 c using the optimal algorithm. Then, we update the valid word set as S 2 c . If word set S 1 c can't specify a valid sentence for the task, we can find a valid set S 3 c by repeating the step with word set S c . In this case, we update the word set as S 1 c ∪ S 3 c . Third, we continue to generate valid word sets and the word set according to the second step until disposing of all tasks. Finally, we can get the minimal word set after taking the union of the word sets between the tasks. The process is similar to the opportunistic algorithm, except that we set n = 1 and only run the task combination process in one round by continually updating the number as N ← N + 1.
The heuristic algorithm based on the opportunistic algorithm doesn't guarantee the optimal solution for the MOLG problem when there exists a subset of the minimal word set that can't specify a valid sentence for some tasks. However, the algorithm still has great performance as we can see in the next section because the small valid word set for a task is also more likely to work well for other tasks. The pseudo code of the heuristic algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.
VI. EVALUATION
In the section, we first evaluate the proposed methods in simulation. Then, the coordination strategy using the minimal optimal language is introduced by two International Planning Competition domains. The results are obtained on an Intel i7 CPU 2.80GHz with 16GB of RAM. The implementation is done in Matlab R2018b.
A. ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE
To verify the performance of the algorithms, we separately implemented the brute force, opportunistic, and heuristic methods for ten environments with an increased number of states and tasks in the grid world domain. if flag=1 then 8: Obtain word set Y of W temp
9:
Update Z as Y 10: else 11: Update Z as Z *
12:
procedure plan abstraction 13: Same as in algorithm 1 14: procedure sentence generation 15: Same as in algorithm 1 16 : For convenience, we use the perception symbol set = {F, B, L, R} which is consistent with the definition in Section IV. Further, symbol B means that agent 2 is behind agent 1 and L means that agent 2 is at the left side of agent 1.
Then, we compare the computation speed and solution quality between the two optimal algorithms and the approximate algorithm. The running time required by the algorithms along with the environmental state increases is shown in Fig.4 , where the red, green, and blue lines separately denote brute force, opportunistic, and heuristic algorithms. Fig.5 shows the number of words in the minimal language for these environments obtained by opportunistic algorithm marked as green bars and heuristic algorithm marked as blue bars.
As we can see from the results, the running time of the exact method increases sharply as the environment state grows. Opportunistic algorithm runs significantly faster than the exact method because the sentence generation and word generation processes are optimized. Approximate algorithm takes only a little time to achieve the solution compared with the two optimal algorithms. Meanwhile, in Fig.5 we can see that the heuristic algorithm can solve these situations with high quality. The results demonstrate that the heuristic algorithm can be used to obtain a good solution in a short time to a certain extent.
B. LANGUAGE COMMUNICATION
As mentioned, one important characteristic of natural languages is universality and flexibility. Likewise, the minimal language generated in this work has similar features. In this subsection, we first introduce the communication process based on the minimal optimal language. Then we show how the language can be used to coordinate agents in the grid world domain and modified gripper domain.
1) LANGUAGE PLANNING
For a given task, the agents can obtain all optimal plans. Communication is not needed when there are no conflicts between the plans. That means agents can act freely. Otherwise, a sentence has to be generated to communicate. The coordination process of agents using our language can be divided into two steps. First, we can abstract these plans based on the minimal language. Each abstraction plan involves several sentences and each sentence also specifies a plan set. A valid sentence is found when any two of its specified plans are not conflicting. Notice that this step only needs to be done by an agent or a control station. From the definition of the language, there always exists such a sentence. Second, the agent or the station sends the sentence to the agents which act under the constraint of the sentence. As a result, they can finish the task without incurring conflicts. The words in our language are essentially the predicates which describe the relation between the agents and the environment. Therefore, the solvers for classic planning problem can be applied to generate the plans of agents. Notice that the online language planning is more easily computed than the language generation which is obtained offline in a centralized manner. However, it has been known that the classic planning problem is PSPACE-complete in general [36] . The minimal language generation problem is expected to be more difficult [2] . It will be time-consuming to solve the problem with a large number of plans. Fig.6 shows that a pair of agents work in a narrow grid world environment. There are ten task points marked with numbers which need to be continuously visited by agents. The goal of the two agents is to cooperatively complete any given task in the shortest time. Information exchange can be used to avoid potential conflicts or improve team performance. For the environment, the minimal language is L = {R, L} in which word R, L specify the constraint that agent 2 must be at the right, left side of agent 1, respectively.
2) GRID WORLD EXAMPLE
A task is shown in Fig.6 that the initial location of agent 1 and agent 2 are 2 and 4 and their destination are 7 and 8. Yellow and blue lines represent the possible optimal paths of the agents. For this task, there are 10 joint optimal plans:
The two agents may conflict with each other or finish the task sub-optimally when agent 1 chooses π 13 or π 14 and agent 2 chooses π 21 . The sentence [· · · R · · · ] can be used as the communication message to specify an optimal plan set of which the plans have to satisfy the constraint that agent 2 must appear in the right side of agent 1 at some moment. In the above ten plans, π 1 and π 4 are excluded because of agent 2 always stays in the left side of agent 1 among the plans. That is, the agents can flexibly select any of the other eight plans and will not conflict with each other during the task execution. What is more, the sentence only includes one word, which is shorter than the communication message in the way of sending a plan involving twelve joint states.
3) GRIPPER EXAMPLE
In this subsection, we apply our language generation to a gripper domain. There are two agents, A and B, that can move between two rooms, 1 and 2, and pick up or drop balls with their grippers. Each agent can only hold one ball at a time. Between the two rooms, there is a door which can be opened by the agents without holding balls. The agents can cross from one room to another when the door is open. To explain more fully, a PDDL [37] description of the action schema in the gripper domain is given as follows:
In which objective variables a, b, r, d and f (t) represent agent, ball, room, door and location of agents respectively. At, HaveBall, SameRoom, Near and Open are predicates that express the relationship between the variables. The tasks are that agents carry several balls from one room to another one and stay in the appointed rooms. Because there is a door between the two rooms and the door can be only opened by the agent without holding a ball, the agents have to communicate with each other to cooperatively finish the tasks as soon as possible.
An example including four balls is shown in Fig.7 . We refer to the location of balls and the area close to the door in Room 1 and Room 2 as B 1 In the above plans, the bold numbers are the grounding states of word D A ∧¬H A . As we can see, the sentence implies that agent B will first carry a ball to Room 1 and agent A go to open the door to let B pass the door. Then A will bring another ball to Room 1 with the help of B. Thus, the conflict that both A and B are holding a ball to cross the door is avoided.
To illustrate the advantages of the language, we separately run 100 tasks in the two domains. The results are shown in Fig.8 . In the left two figures of Fig.8 , the blue and red bars represent the step number of optimal plans and the word number of communication sentences, respectively. We can see that the length of exchanged messages using our language are much shorter than the joint plans, which eases the burden of communication between the agents. In the right two figures of Fig.8 , plan number specified by the sentences is shown as blue bars and running time for generating these sentences is marked as red bars of which the unit is 100 milliseconds. The results indicate that the sentences are obtained by the agents with little computing time and can specify multiple available plans, at least one plan, for each agent which gives them more flexibility during the task execution.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a framework for constructing a minimal optimal language for cooperative agents. We formulated the process as an optimization problem, providing an opportunistic algorithm to get the optimal solution and a heuristic algorithm to get the approximate solution. Several experiments in different domains are conducted to evaluate the performance of proposed algorithms and show the coordination strategy using the minimal language. Our formulation applies to both homogeneous and heterogeneous agents and hence allows them to coordinate more efficiently together.
This work lends itself to further development. Here, we only consider the case of two-agent environments with optimal plans. Much work remains to be done for the relaxed problem. Another direction we are working on is to enable agents to generate an adaptive language that could work for any environment.
